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afterlife

Christian concepts of, 229, 296

traditional Egyptian concepts of, 228–29

aftermath of death

ancestor cult, 226–28

spousal death, 223–25

wills and legalities, 225–26

agent

defined, 3

in practice theory, 3

akh, 226, 228

Alexandria

architectural wonders of world, 24

as intellectual hub, 24

Kom-el-Dikka, 25–27

public events and festivals, 119

altars, domestic, 172

amulets, 175, 185

ancestor cult, 226–28

animals, village, 41–42

animals, wild, 189

Antinoopolis, 119, 268

Antoine Plague, 187–88

apothecaries, 199–200

apprenticeship, 79

archaeological sources

for funerals, 221

for Roman Egyptian life, 9–12

archaeology

defined, 9

historical disinterest in everyday households, 12

household material goods, 110–12

merging with papyrology, 12, 244

pitfalls of, 11–12

plundering of sites, 11, 244

astrology, 174

Athribis, 177

auloi, 123–24

Aurelius Pamour, 40–41

B2 house (Trimithis)

ethnic affinity, 32–33

plan of, 32

ba, 228

bathhouses, 136–37

bathing

bathhouses, 136–37

frequency of, 137

priests and elite class, 136

simple home, 136, 272

as social norm, 137–38

social significance of, 136

beards, 133

beds, 268

beer, 121–22, 269

Bes figure, 51, 56, 168–70

bilharzia, 188

birth bricks, 57–58

birthing stool, 58–60

body modifications

piercings, 145–46

tattoos, 143–45

body preparations after death

burial ceremony, 214–21

embalmers and necropolis workers, 209

embalming availability, 210

embalming routine, 210

final storage before burial, 210–11

mummification reasons, 209–10

non-mummified, 209

wrapping, 210

breastfeeding

Christian preference of mother nursing, 63

professional wet nurses, 63

brothels, 93

burial ceremony
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burial ceremony (cont.)

changes as Christianity appeared, 221

changes over time, 214

fertility themes, 219

in Kellis, 214–15

of women, 217–19

prepubescent girls, 217

tomb architecture, 219–21

for young children, 215–16

burial preparations

burial goods procurement, 212–14

funerary expenses, 211

mummy labels, 212

transportation to burial, 211–12

canals, 42

census records. see also demography of Roman

Egypt

health of population, 185

large population, 20

omissions from, 20

periodicity of, 20

reorganization of, 20

as textual source, 8

chamber pots, 139–40

Cheese and the Worms, The, 232–33

child abuse, 69

childbirth

birth bricks, 57–58

birthing stool, 58–60

complications, 56

ethnographic evidence, 15–16

high infant mortality rate, 56

at home, 55

midwife for, 55–56, 252

mundane supplies for, 57

music and dance for, 57

special lighting for, 56–57

squatting position for, 57

children

affection for, 231

burial care for, 215–17

dress, 153

early childhood (ages three through eight), 67–72

infancy (birth to age three), 60–66

late childhood (ages 12 through 14), 74–79

middle childhood (ages nine through eleven),

72–74

Christianity

afterlife, 229, 296

amulets for protection, 175–76

burial of children, 216

changes in burial ceremonies, 221

complex social experience of, 231–32

cult paraphernalia, 173

discouraging domestic ritual activities, 281

dress, 153

forbidding cosmetics, 141

holy men for healing, 198

hospitals, 200

simple daily hairstyles, 132–33

cippi, 195–97, 288

clavi, 149

clothing. see also dress

cut, 114–15

dyeing, 114, 267

image, 148

conception

contraception, 50–52

demographic evidence, 48

fertility treatments, 49–50

taking longer to achieve than modern times, 49

contemporary histories and descriptions (textual

source), 8

contraception

abortion, 52

medicines and magic, 51–52

prolonging nursing, 51

Coptic language, 21–22

cosmetics

Christianity forbidding, 141

equipment boxes, 142

and eye problems, 191

found in cemeteries, 141

kohl, 141–42

skin care, 141

substances to make, 141

cottage crafts, 116–17

cut clothing, 114–15, 116, 267

Dakhleh Oasis. see also Kellis; Trimithis

houses in, 28, 30–32

iron-deficient diet, 190

location of, 30

storage niches in, 163

dalmatic, 151

death rituals

aftermath, 223–26

body preparations, 209–11

burial preparations, 211–14

family avoiding talk of death, 207

funeral, 221–23

grief and mourning expressions, 207–9

home with family, 206

public physician certifying death

if violent, 206–7

washing and wrapping corpse, 206, 290

demography of Roman Egypt. see also census

records

large population, 20

young population age, 19

demotic script, 21

Dendara, 169

dental issues. see also oral care

cavities, 190

enamel hypoplasia, 190
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disability

from brother-sister marriage, 201

no ancient term for, 200

textual mention of incapacitation, 201

divorce

abuse and, 263

asset division, 97

child custody, 97–98

as common practice, 96–97, 263

deeds of, 97

domestic magical protection

archaeological evidence of, 177

foundation deposits, 177, 283

house entrance, 177

manuals for, 176–77

motifs on interior furnishings, 179

dowry, 87–88, 151, 261

dress. see also clothing

children’s, 153

cloth as consumption good, 148

image clothing, 148

religion and, 153

shoes, 153–55

soldier’s, 151–53

special occasion, 155–56

tunics, 148–51

vocation and, 151

women’s, 151

dyeing clothing, 114, 267

early childhood (ages three through eight)

child abuse, 69

high mortality rates, 67, 69

toys, 69–71

embodied protection

amulets, 175

animal parts, 175

Christian, 175–76

spells, 175

enamel hypoplasia, 190

ephemeral arts

dances, 123, 269

music, 123–24

Esna, temple of, 58

ethnic affinity, 22, 32–33

ethnicity in Roman Egypt

complexity of, 22

ethnic maneuvering, 22–23

extended life course, 6

eye issues

blindness, 191

cosmetic usage and, 191

fly-borne, 191

scars as distinguishing features, 130

trachoma surgery, 191

Fayum

household shrines, 163–64

as least healthy area, 285

Fayum portraits, 222, 294

ferries, 42

fertility

demographic evidence for, 48

peak age of, 251

social factors affecting, 49

work affecting, 49

fertility treatments

healing objects for, 50

herbs for, 49–50

intubation period, 50

religious offerings, 50

festivals

becoming sparse in third century, 160–61

domestic participation in, 160

temples, 159–60

fever, 186–87

figurines, household religious, 165–70, 179, 283, 284

flesh journey, 130, 143

folk medicine, 184

food preparation areas, 265

food preparation tools

basic nature of, 104

bread ovens, 104–5

foundling children, 66

funeral

internment, 221–23

lack of clear evidence for, 294

and social status, 221

sources for information, 221

Galen, 48

games

board, 124–25

marbles, 269

oral performances, 125, 269

gender in Roman Egypt

idealized female representation, 81

idealized male representation, 81–82

men’s transition into adulthood, 82

roles despite societal change, 296

vulnerability of women, 83

women’s burial, 217–19

women’s transition into adulthood, 82

written sources on men, 82–83

written sources on women, 83

genital mutilation, 72–73

geography of Roman Egypt

delta, 18–19

Nile river, 18–19

oases, 19

Ginzburg, Carlo, 232–33

Greek cities in Roman Egypt

Alexandria, 23, 24–27

Antinoopolis, 23

Naukratis, 23

Ptolemais, 23
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Greek cities in Roman Egypt (cont.)

Roman style of, 23–24, 245

Greek language, 21

gymnasium, 75

hair

age and gender and, 130–32

baldness cures, 135

depilatories, 271

dyes, 132, 271

men’s shaving, 135

men’s styles and beards, 133

most malleable body feature, 130

reuses, 271

ritualized, 132, 271

simple daily hairstyles, 132–33

toupees, 135

wigs and hairpieces, 132

women’s tools and headdresses, 133

Harpocrates figure, 166–67

Hawara, 141

health care, domestic

body anxiety, 184–85

dental issues, 190

eye issues, 191

folk medicine, 184

household experience of, 231

illness patterns, 185

lung issues, 190–91

medical instruments, 191–92

pharmacy, 192–94

variations in, 191

health care, professional practitioners

Christian holy men, 198

hospitals, 200

incubation for, 197

magical-religious, 195–98

health care, secular practitioners

apothecaries, 199–200

inherited nature of, 198–99

transient physicians, 198

henna, 271

Heqet figure, 56

Herophilos, 48

hieratic script, 21

homelife in Roman Egypt

afterlife, 228–29

bathing, 136–38

cosmetics, 140–42

death and the afterlife, 205–29

dress, 147–55

essence of an age in artifacts from, 1

human waste, 138–40

interdisciplinary approach to, 232

oral care, 138, 272

ordinary people contributed to social change, 2–3

perfumes, 140

reflect changes in culture, 1–2

reflecting everyday priorities, 1

source for social divisions, 2

special occasion, 155–56

homosexuality, 93–94

horned altars, 172, 281, 282

hospitals, 200

house, defined, 4

household

defined, 5

as web of obligations, 242

household in Roman Egypt

animals in, 41–42

demographics of, 5

festival participation, 160

home provisioning, 103–8, 231

in Kom-el-Dikka, 26

as locus of social life, 5

maintenance, 108–9

material goods, 110–12

production, 112–17

rest, 118–19

roles, 100–3

social events, 119–25

waste management, 109–10

household life cycle, 5–6

houses in Roman Egypt

background, 4–5

entrance protection, 177

in Kom-el-Dikka, 25–26

mosaics, 26–27

Oxyrhynchus, 29–30

Trimithis, 30–32

houses in Roman Egypt, Karanis

construction, 34–35, 248

houses in Roman Egypt, Kellis

domestic artifacts, 38–40

Manichaean religion, 41

papyri, 40–41

plan of, 38, 39

human body

afterlife, 228–29

bathing, 136–38

body modifications, 142–46

as both instrument and outcome of social

action, 127

cosmetics, 140–42

cultural differences on old age, 183–84

dental issues, 190

disability, 200–2

dress, 147–55

in everyday life, 184–85

eye issues, 191

eyes, 130

hair, 130–35

illnesses, 186–88

important way to distinguish people, 129

injury to, 188–90

jewelry, 146–47
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lung issues, 190–91

old age, 202–4, 284

oral care, 138, 272

perfumes, 140

preparations after death, 209–11

skin, 129–30

human waste

chamber pots, 139–40

communal toilets, 138, 272

daily family production, 273

as fertilizer, 273

house toilet, 138–39, 272

lack of toilet paper, 138

illness

Antonine Plague, 187–88

bilharzia, 188

fever, 186–87

infectious viral diseases, 187

malaria, 188

patterns of, 185

typhoid, 187

image clothing, 148

incense, 171–72

infancy (birth to age three)

breastfeeding, 63

carrying options, 64, 255

infanticide, 65–66

language skill, 64

legal adoption, 65

legal registration, 64

naming celebration, 62–63, 254

naming traditions, 61–62

physical and legal actions after birth, 60

roles if father absent, 61

sending away for economic reasons, 66

slavery for foundling children, 66

status of, 60

teething, 63–64

toilet training, 64, 255

transition to walking, 64

weaning, 63

infanticide, 65–66, 200, 289

infertility, 49

injury

and infection, 189

more prevalent in preindustrialized society,

188–89

scorpion stings, 189–90

snake bite, 190

village animals, 189

wild animals, 189

internment

ceremony, 221–22

Fayum portraits, 222, 294

meals and offerings, 223

rituals and spells, 223

Isis figure, 168

jewelry

archaeological evidence of, 146–47

less in the elderly, 204

and magic, 146

multiple layers of significance of, 146

status and, 147

Juvenal, 8

ka, 228

Kahun Gynecological Papyrus, 47

Karanis

bread ovens, 105

cooking fireplace, 104

courtyards, 36

decorations, 35–36

domestic artifacts, 35

excavation history of, 34

house construction, 34–35, 248

household shrines in, 163

layout, 34

North Temple, 34

pharmaceutical storage box, 287

South Temple, 34

storage niches in, 163

textiles, 150

Kellis. see also Dakhleh Oasis

burial types in, 214–15

clavi, 149

domestic magical protection, 177

excavation history of, 248

good diet, 190

hairstyles, 132

House 2, 38–39

House 3, 39–41

houses in, 37–41

layout, 37

location of, 37

reconstruction of interred

bodies, 228

Kharga Oasis, 247

kohl, 128, 141–42

Kom-el-Dikka

households in, 26

houses in, 25–26

mosaics, 26–27

Villa of the Birds, 26–27, 246

Kothos, 162

Kysis, temple in Kharga Oasis, 161, 291

lamp and torch rituals

to honor domestic deities, 171

special oils, 171

spells and, 171, 281

language in Roman Egypt, 20–21

late childhood (ages 12 through 14)

apprenticeship, 79

differences between sexes, 74

experiential vocational training, 79
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late childhood (ages 12 through 14) (cont.)

gymnasium entry, 75

legal changes, 75

literacy, 76–79

menstruation, 74–75

shaving, 75

societal expectations, 75–76

life course, 6

life course in Roman Egypt

adulthood, 80–98

age identification, 46–47

childbirth, 55–60

conception, 47–49

early childhood (ages three through eight), 67–72

gender identification, 45–46

infancy (birth to age three), 60–66

late childhood (ages 12 through 14), 74–79

middle childhood (ages nine through eleven),

72–74

pregnancy, 52–55

literacy in late childhood

for girls, 77

textual thoughts and feelings, 78

for upward mobility, 76

for wealthy, 76–77

locks and keys, domestic, 242

looms, 114

Louvre figurine, 179, 284

Lucretius, 47–48

lung issues, 190–91

magic

defined, 283

jewelry and, 146

magic for practical applications

specific instructions for, 180

wax figurines, 179–80

writing spells in, 180–82

maintenance, home

constant need for, 108

mud brick, 108–9

malaria, 188

malfortium, 151

mallokouria, 12–15, 244

Manichaean religion, 41

marriage

based on unwritten societal agreement, 84–85

contract, 85–87

dowry, 87–88, 261

lack of age restrictions, 84

morality clauses, 88

and procreation, 84

sibling, 87

and society, 83–84

Maspero, Gaston, 144–45

material goods, 110–12

medical instruments, 191–92

menstruation

rags for, 74–75

social stigma of, 75

sparse evidence for, 74

metropolite class, 62

middle childhood (ages nine through eleven)

contacts outside of household, 73

ease of mobility in, 73

genital mutilation, 72–73

language exposure, 73

parental concern over, 73–74

relations with other household children, 73

spatial orientation, 73

work requirements of, 72

midwifery, 55–56, 252

mud brick

home maintenance, 108–9

Karanis house construction, 34

mummification process

embalmers and necropolis workers, 209

embalming availability, 210

embalming routine, 210

final storage before burial, 210–11

reasons for, 209–10

wrapping, 210

mummy labels, 212

natron, 267

niches, wall

decorative architectural

shrine, 163–64

for hanging oil lamps, 171

as shrines, 162–63

storage, 163

Nile river

agricultural labor and, 117–18

branches, 18

cataracts, 19

delta, 18

Fayum, 18

valley, 18

nome, 28, 247

North Temple (Karanis), 34

oases of Egypt, 19

old age

depictions of men, 204

depictions of women, 202–4

forties and fifties as, 202

less jewelry, 204

living with younger family, 204

oral care, 138, 272. see also dental issues

ornaments. see jewelry

orris root, 193

ostraka, 116–17

Oxyrhynchus

bathhouses, 136

houses in Roman Egypt, Kellis, 29

as large city, 28–30
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public events and festivals, 119

waste disposal, 110

Panopolis, 144–45

papyri

hunters of, 11–12

Kahun Gynecological Papyrus, 47

in Kellis, 40–41

material turn in, 12

in Oxyrhynchus, 28–29

as textual source, 7

parapherna, 87

parties, 120–21

performing cult, 161–62, 278

perfumes, 140

pharaonic Egyptian life, 16

pharmacy

ambiguous evidence for, 192

orris root, 193

processing of, 193

purgatives, 194

storage of, 194

traditional preparations for, 192–93

Philae Temple, 168

Philo of Alexandria, 8

physical abuse

as good family discipline, 94–95

regional perceptions of, 95

piercings

defined, 145

ear, 145–46

practice theory, 3

pregnancy

lifestyle changes during, 53

malformations and miscarriages, 53

religious figure for protection, 53–55

special precautions during, 53

status of unborn child, 55

priests and ritual specialists as doctors, 197

private clubs, 123

production, household

agricultural labor, 112, 117–18

cottage crafts, 116–17

cut clothing, 114–15, 116, 267

laundry washing, 115–16

mending clothes, 116

spinning, 113–14

textile production, 112–13, 114, 266

weaving, 114, 266

prosphora, 87

prostitutes, 93

protection, religious

charms for, 174

domestic, 176–79

embodied, 175–76

from treacherous daemons, 174

provisioning the home

cooking space, 104

food preparation tools, 104–5

foods, 104

housework, 105–6

textual evidence of, 103–4

water procurement, 106–8, 265

public events and festivals

as excuse to take time off work, 120

religious, 120

women’s roles in, 120

public mourning period

communal nature of, 207, 208

dramatic, 207–8

funeral ending mourning period, 209

gender and, 208

punishment, tattoos as, 143–44, 274

purgatives, 194

rape, 95–96

regional cities in Roman Egypt

Oxyrhynchus, 28–30

Trimithis, 30–33

religion

and dress, 153

generational tenacity, 158

infusing all facets of life, 157

Manichaean, 41

materiality, 161

priests and ritual specialists, 159, 277

religion, household

cult paraphernalia, 173

domestic shrines, 162–65

figurines, 165–70

holy men making house calls, 159

lack of textual evidence for, 158, 277, 278

magic for practical applications, 179–82

performing cult practices, 161–62, 278

for protection, 174–79

rhythms of ritual practice, 173–74

rest

afternoon siestas, 118–19

bed, 268

siestas, 118–19

sleeping rug, 118–19, 268

ritual practice, domestic

astrology, 174

predictable rhythm of, 173

special foods for, 174

role in Roman Egypt household

gendered expectations, 101–3

head of household, 100

slaves, 101

typical, 100

Roman Egypt

demography of, 19–20

ethnicity, 22–23

geography of, 18–19

languages, 20–21

writing, 21–22
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Roman Egyptian communities

Greek cities, 23–27

lack of typical cities, 27–28

regional cities, 28–33

regional gods, 27

villages, 34–41

Roman imperial practices, 16

roses, 123

Rufinus Aquileiensis, 177

Schatzki, Theodore, 3

scorpion stings, 189–90

sebbakh, 11, 246

sentimental touching in Roman Egypt

brothels and prostitutes, 93

lack of clear evidence of, 91–92

between men, 93–94

sex and love, 92–93

Serenos’s house (Trimithis)

location of, 31

separation of entrances, 31–32

shoes

baby, 155

leather, 154–55

palm fiber, 154

status and, 153

shrines, domestic

altars, 172

horned altars, 172, 281, 282

incense, 171–72

lamps as, 170–71

niches as, 162–63

wooden, 164–65

siestas, 118–19

sites of the social, 3

skin. see also tattoos

color, 129

scarring, 129–30

slaves

demographic data, 101

foundling children, 66

lack of respect for, 101

rough life of, 101

tattoos to identify, 143–44

sleeping rug, 118–19, 268

snake bite, 190

social change

scholarly history of ordinary people’s influence, 3

weaving and, 3

social events in Roman Egypt

ephemeral arts, 123–24

feasting and drinking, 121–23, 269

games, 124–25

parties, 120–21

private clubs, 123

public events and festivals, 119–20

social skin

bathing, 136–38

body modifications, 142–46

as both instrument and outcome of social

action, 127

cosmetics, 140–42

defined, 127

dress, 147–55

eyes, 130

hair, 130–35

important way to distinguish people, 129

jewelry, 146–47

oral care, 138, 272

perfumes, 140

skin, 129–30

tattoos as, 143

Soknopaiou Nesos, temple of, 120, 159, 163

soldier dress, 151–53

sources, types of

archaeological, 9–12

ethnographic comparisons, 15–16

textual, 7–9

visual, 12–15

South Temple (Karanis), 34

spells

embodied protection, 175

internment, 223

for lamp and torch rituals, 171, 281

for practical magic, 180–82

by professional healers, 195

sterility, 49

sticharia, 149–50

Strabo, 8

subfertility, 49

tattoos. see also skin

archaeological interpretations of, 143, 274

as permanent social skin, 143

procedure, 143–44

as punishment, 274

rarity of, 144–45

Tawaret figure, 53–55, 56

tax documents (textual source), 8

Tebtunis, 177

Tebtunis, temples of, 194

teething, 63–64

temples

fertility treatments, 50

festivals, 159–61

importance of, 27

incubation place for medical treatment, 197

Karanis, 34

materiality, 161

oracles, 277

Oxyrhynchus, 29

textile production, 112, 266

textual sources

gynecological, 47–48

limitations of, 8–9
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makes permanent what could have been tem-

poral, 9

for Roman Egyptian life, 7–9

Titianos, 7

tomb architecture, 219–21

Tomb of Isidora, 227

toys, dolls, 70–71

toys in Roman Egypt

caregiver oversight, 71–72

from everyday materials, 71

gendered expectations, 72

meant to mimic specific activities, 70–71

purchased, 69–70

trachoma, 191

transportation in Roman Egypt

arduous nature of, 43–44

necessity of, 44

transportation in Roman Egypt, land

cart/wagon animals, 43

cost and speed of, 43

transportation in Roman

Egypt, water

boats, 42

canals, 42

ferries, 42

piracy, 42–43

Trimithis. see also Dakhleh Oasis

B2 house, 32–33

cooking hearth, 105

schoolrooms, 77

Serenos’s house, 31–32

storage niches in, 163

tunics
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